
God Is All

God as Spirit

It is strange how so often, for the lack of a better way of
describing Spirit, it is spoken ofas the opposite of matter. I know
that Mrs. Eddy says in the textbook, "Science reverses the false
testimony ofthe physical senses, and by this reversal mortals arrive
at the fundamental facts ofbeing." But Mrs. Eddy understood that
ifGod, Spirit, is infinite, and matter certainly is not Spirit, then mat
ter must be nonexistent, an illusion, the suppositional opposite of
Spirit. This led to her discovery ofChristian Science, and I hardly
believe that Mrs. Eddy worked her way up from matter to Spirit.
She started at the top with Spirit, and drew all her conclusions from
that standpoint, and so should we. Mrs. Eddy, from her spiritual
viewpoint, could clearly see that matter was unreal, an illusion. She
did not need microscopes or scientific instruments. But when she
made her discovery public, she was laughed to scorn. Many ofher
own followers hardly believe her even today. They say matter is
unreal, but it is just a saying.

Today,physical scientists are slowly coming to the conclu
sion that matter is not what it seems to be, and some in desperation
have even stated that it is unreal. It would simplify matters for the
scientific world if they started from the premise that matter is un
real, because there is no evidence of it; or better still, that Spirit is
the only substance because there is ample evidence of it. Instead,
from the foregone conclusion that matter is real, they make super
human efforts to find out what it is. It is a bit silly, isn't it? If it were
real, they would not have to find out what it is. But they are unable
to locate matter or isolate it. And it is sillier still trying to find out
what something is when it isn't there! We should not feel satisfied
that matter is unreal because the physical scientists are coming to
that conclusion. Mrs. Eddy came to her conclusion through vision.
She actually saw the unreality of matter. She saw right through it!
For this reason, we must accept her word, and work it out for
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